MyService360™
Personalized Data. Actionable Insights.
ESSENTIALS


Near real-time ‘Heads-up
Display’ that delivers
personalized, actionable
insights.



Proactive trending and analysis
of service events that help you
identify and take action to
prevent potential risk in your
environment.



Analysis of code levels,
connectivity status and parts
replacement tracking across
your global install base, with the
ability to drill down to the site
and system level.

BUSINESS CHALLENGES
Dell EMC knows that a Modern Data Center requires a Modern Customer Service
Experience. MyService360™ is a new cloud-based, service-centric dashboard with
personalized 3600 data visualizations that give you deep visibility into the health and
wellness of your global Dell EMC environment*. Powered by the secure Dell EMC Data
Lake, this new feature in Online Support takes the guesswork out of monitoring your IT
environment and empowers you to take control of you service experience.

SERVICE DESCRIPTION
For all Dell EMC customers, especially those with large install bases, MyService360
modernizes and simplifies the customer service experience. The advanced
visualizations deliver:


Improved IT health & risk management with proactive analytics



Transparency and actionable intelligence across your global install base



Increased efficiencies from a simplified, holistic services experience

MyService360 is available free of charge to all customers with an active warranty or
maintenance contract on legacy EMC systems. It is accessible through Online Support
for registered users.

*MyService360 is currently representative of legacy EMC (now Dell EMC) products.

SERVICE OVERVIEW

SUPPORT TO MEET YOUR BUSINESS NEEDS
A ONE-STOP-SHOP FOR SERVICE INFORMATION
In the past, IT professionals have had to pull service and support information from
many different locations - code level status from one place and parts replacement
data from another. MyService360™ solves that time-consuming dilemma and
allows you to focus on contributing what matters to the business. Key benefits
include:


Code level analysis & connectivity status: analyze how much of your
global install base is up to code and connected with the ability to drill down to
the system level.



Health & risk scoring: quickly assess the health of your environment with
the service risk score based on key data such as high severity service
requests and active escalations.



Heads-up Display: review this section regularly for near real-time updates
on critical service activity and see where to take action.



Incident Management: manage service requests and investigate proactive
trending data to learn from service incident patterns.



Onsite Service Tracking: stay up-to-date on your daily onsite maintenance
activities with a near real-time tracker to more efficiently plan your day and
work with onsite service engineers.

Know that there is also a lot more being planned for the future. When it comes to
the potential of the Dell EMC Data Lake, we are just getting started.

A BETTER WAY TO “MANAGE UP”
With so much personalized, actionable data at your fingertips, you’ll be well-equipped to
drive conversations and contribute to informed, data-driven decision making with
management. With MyService360™ you’ll be able to present at the enterprise or
system level. Put simply, Dell EMC is committed to your success.

GET STARTED TODAY
Register and log in to Online Support <support.EMC.com> and begin exploring the
many empowering capabilities of MyService360 today! Don’t forget to connect your
eligible systems through Secure Remote Services (ESRS v3) to maximize your near
real-time experience.

CONTACT US
To learn more, contact your local
representative or authorized reseller.
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